October 5  
**Argentina 1985 (Argentina, 2022)**

Directed by Santiago Mitre  
Starring: Ricardo Darín, Peter Lanzani, Alejandra Flechner, Norman Briski

‘Argentina, 1985’ is inspired by the true story of Julio Strassera, Luis Moreno Ocampo in their David-vs-Goliath battle to prosecute Argentina’s bloodiest military dictatorship.

November 2  
**La Celestina (Spain, 1996)**

Directed by Gerardo Vera  
Starring: Penélope Cruz, Juan Diego Botto, Maribel Verdú, Terele Pávez, Jordi Mollà

The young nobleman Calisto falls in love with Melibea, the daughter of a rich merchant. Calisto’s servant Sempronio suggests they get the sorceress Celestina to further the romance.

December 7  
**La jaula de oro (México, 2013)**

Directed by Diego Quemada-Díez  
Starring: Brandon López

Juan, Sara, and Samuel, three teenagers from the slums of Guatemala, travel to the United States in search of a better life. Traveling together in freight trains and walking on railroad tracks, they soon have to face an odyssey that will change their lives forever.

**Location:** SEABURY 130  
**Time:** 4:30  
Light refreshments will be served.